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Abstract: The existence of a Sharia Business Unit will be ended in 2023 due to the mandate of the Sharia Banking Act which requires a spin-off. Therefore, the Sharia Business Unit will become an independent Sharia Bank. As part of the parent bank, it is should for the conventional bank to prepare the readiness of Sharia Business Unit before spin-off so that it can compete in the global era based on the SDGs principle and still maintain the sharia compliance. The method applied is normative juridical, which relates to the prevailing norms and legal principles. The outputs are produced by focusing the objectives on SDGs goals which are correlated with Sharia Banking and Good Corporate Governance principles of Sharia Business Unit with Conventional Bank.
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INTRODUCTION

Global Era and International relations urge the society to unite and prepare the bigger named sustainable development. Sustainable Development as created by United Nations is not only concerning and encouraging one state to enhance the relationship to other state but it helps the states to aware and plan the better life for the state though complex developments. This agenda has implemented to a real issue named Sustainable Development Goals (hereinafter called SDGs) by its catching quotes named “No One Shall not be left behind”. SDGS also related to the Banking Principle to gibe mutual prosperity besides to maintain the effective and ensurement of people interest and fund allocation to the society.¹ SDGS is a result continuation of Millenium Development Goals (MDGS) ended in 2015, that continuation from MDGS to SDGS is a concrete plan to end the society issue along with the intention to encourage the business sectors players to join in order for harmonizing the development.² Business activities by society should be enhanced by ideal institution intended as an intermediary between parties who have excess funds and those who lack funds as

reflected in Bank. The banking system in Indonesia namely is dual banking system. Dual Banking system is implemented since there is a huge diversities of Indonesia Religion doers, giving a fact that Moslem Religion is a majority. Since Moslem Religion is complex and different from the other religion, government and society agreed to implement sharia product into business and financial sectors. Since then Indonesia acknowledge the Sharia Bank and Conventional Bank as the pillar. Both Sharia and Conventional bank is required to concern on every aspect of society and related to development, especially using precautionary principle. If Sharia Commercial Banks that established independently as legal subjects in the form of Limited Liability Companies, Conventional Banks is able to open ‘Islamic Window’ which allows the conventional banks to have their own Sharia Business Units based on sharia principles. Sharia Banks may have a relationship experience with customers in a different model compared to conventional banking. The relationship of Muslim customers to Sharia Banks may not be solely for economic reasons but also for ideological reasons. Sharia Banks bring maslahat for economic improvement and equal distribution of people's welfare as reflected in financing, non-speculative product, profit loss sharing system.

Indonesia government has taken serious intention and legal actions to implement the SDGs principle in the aspects of Government conducts and Government law products using Sharia Bank and provide an opportunity to redefine their role for training to people empowerment, socio-economic development and environment. SDG's agenda for enhancing these possibilities for Islamic Finance as the SDG goals and values has parallels of relevance and application with Islamic Finance practices. Islamic finance principles are highly aligned with the SDGs, and forging new partnerships in this area will be essential to provide the much-needed reinforcements to finance and implement 2030 Agenda. Based on the background of introduction, the legal issues that would be analyzed are: The Urgency of Conventional Commercial Banks Applying The Principles of SDGs to Pre-Spin Sharia Business Units Off 2023?; SDGS Implementation after Sharia Business Unit Spin-Off.

RESEARCH METHODS

Research method used in this Research is Normative Positivist and also enhanced by several approaches such as Conceptual and Statute Approach. Normative Positivist Methods means that research would be focused in depth regarding the existence of Law and Regulations to analyze the legal issues. The Law and Regulations would be differ not only in the certain law but also law which contains of common rules to harmonize the explanation in research.

Statute Approach used to analyze the SDGS principle in Indonesia law and regulations. Statute Approach would be included all related law and regulations of Sharia, Banking, Finance and also SDGS as the main point. Conceptual used to complete and harmonize through consent in banking and/or other regulations related to SDGS and sharia. Conceptual Approach used to analyze the specific or common requirements or common activity and/or legal conduct of Sharia Bank in maintaining and implementing the SGDS Principle from law concept. The purpose of research are to
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analyze the urgency and implementation of SGDS in Indonesia after Sharia Business Unit Spin Off and also analyze the practical implementation to Sharia Bank in doing and preserving the means and/or planning of SDGS by government.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Urgency of Conventional Commercial Banks Applying The Principles of SDGS to Pre-Spin Sharia Business Units Off 2023

The legal relationship between a conventional commercial bank and its Sharia Business Unit is not a holding company relationship between a parent company and a separate subsidiary based on the principle of a separate legal entity. This legal relationship is included in the management relationship where Sharia Business Unit is still in the management of a conventional bank, only having exclusivity related to the application of sharia principles. The position of Sharia Business Unit is only as part of its own department which has similarities with other departments in the ranks of organs of Conventional Bank directors. Eventhough the legal relationship mostly concern on business principle and administration of Commercial Bank rather than focusing the Business Unit, Conventional Bank has another point to establish Sharia Business Unit than Commercial Unit to gain the market position and giving the society an ease to choose using sharia banking based on religious matters. Moreover, the option of choosing the Sharia Banking unit has already modified as islamic law combined with business importance by giving the Commercial Bank to implement Islamic Windows and/or Office Channeling. Both options between Islamic Windows and Office Channeling still giving Commercial Banking rights to supervise and support the Sharia Business Unit by legal and appropriate way in financial and/or management depends on the needs.

It is reasonable if the Conventional Bank as the parent company of the bank has an important role in the process of releasing the Sharia Business Unit to become a Sharia Bank. Law Number 21 of 2008 concerning Sharia Banking Article 68 Paragraph (1) states, In the event that a Conventional Bank has a Sharia Business Unit whose asset value has reached at least 50% (fifty percent) of the total asset value of its parent bank or 15 (fifteen) the year since the enactment of this Law, the said Conventional Bank must conduct the Separation of Sharia Business Unit into a Sharia Bank. The separation should let Sharia Business Unit to be independent and freshly established as new legal entity rather than controlled by Commercial Bank through management, shares and/or cooperation contract. The separation of Sharia Banking Unit to be renew as Commercial Banking would be assessed by authorities in administrations and also the implementation and readiness of new managers and/or directors. The assessement would also related to Due Dillegence and administration license. Amalia Nasuha mentions the obligation to conduct a spin-off describing an additive or derivative product or derivative or the result of an imitation of a previous business. The Spin Off of Sharia Bank has no difference and should be based on Company Law which divides spin off mechanism as “pemisahan murni” and “pemisahan tidak murni” depends on how much and legal consequences of those spin off. Spin off might be done by merger and/other way as long as spin off legal elements related to the readiness has accomplished.

Readiness based on de facto and de jure condition would be a responsibility to government and/or Sharia Bank Managers and director since there are still many objections that leads to the gap between concept and theory on sharia banking law and practical implementation such as

a. Goals should clarify the parties who would bear the executions, especially related to the responsibility and competency if the spin off makes the decreasing results to the sharia banking;

b. Goals and spin off recommendation should not only focused on the sharia banking as exclusive affected parties, but also government should make structural reforms of supporting elements and/or institutional;

c. Goals of spin off should ensure human rights elements, not only related to the institutional and business like rights;

d. Spin off should not related to political interests;

Other elements are technology transfer and ownership rights from the parent to the new owner. This is because the SDGs carry 5 fundamental principles that balance economic, social, and environmental dimensions, namely People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, and Partnership. These five basic principles are known as 5 P and overshadow 17 Goals and 169 Targets that are inseparable, interconnected, and integrated each other to achieve better human life. On the other side, banks can explore how they can engage with sustainable development issues by channeling financial capital and creating innovative products, services, and strategies based on an analysis of sustainable development needs or simply focusing the activity to the 17 goals. Before the Issue of The Separation is called spin-off. Spin-off is recognized, Indonesia has acknowledge the spin off principle in the Act Number 40 the year 2007 on Company Law. Article 1 paragraph (12) Company Law acknowledges that the characteristic of spin-off conducts are Separation of a Business entity, Active Income to Passive Income and/or asset being transferred to the receiver and The separated parties become the new legal entity. The Reason why Sharia Business Unit are addressed to be spin off rather than merger, consolidation and/or acquisition is to renew and refresh the underperforming operation which happened to the Sharia Banking Unit before, to maintain and encourage the Business Unit for making new markets, to re-focus on the mission and vision of Sharia Banking Unit as a truly Sharia Banking rather than controlled by Conventional Banking.

There are two points in article 68 paragraph (1) of the Sharia Banking Act on mandatory law regarding the spin off, first a UUS (Sharia Business Unit) whose asset value is 50% of the total assets of BUK is required to do spin off before 2023. Since the 15 (fifteen) years of the enactment of the Sharia Banking Act Sharia Business Unit can work as a foreign exchange bank or non-revised bank. As a special work unit, Sharia Business Unit has the duty to 1) regulate and supervise all sharia branch office activities, 2) implement treasury functions in the management and placement of funds sourced from sharia branch offices, 3) prepare consolidated financial statements from all sharia branch offices , and 4) carry out the administrative tasks of sharia branch office financial statements. Meanwhile as being stated in Article 19 paragraph (2), Sharia Business Unit also has some similarities of service for being served to the customers as well as Sharia Bank, this fact implicated that Sharia Bank and Sharia Business Unit is same nature as Sharia Bank. The difference between them is only related to the independence since Sharia Business Unit is controlled and supervised by Conventional Bank.
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All Sharia Business Unit legal actions constitute responsibility and are also risky at Conventional Bank. Because it is only a unit, which means that it can be likened to one body part of a legal entity, the responsibility cannot be separated from the legal entity itself, unless the legal entity concerned removes, releases dissolves or negates the body part. Based on this description, it has become a moral responsibility for Conventional Bank to equip Sharia Business Unit better before the spin off occurs. The responsibility and role of the Conventional Bank in its Sharia Business Unit before spin-off is not merely preparing managerial and financial terms. However, in order to Sharia Business Unit to become a Sharia Bank that is ready to face global challenges, the application of the SDGs principle is homework for Conventional Bank. Conventional Bank cannot ignore Sharia Business Unit to be able to apply the SDGs principle, even though the Conventional Bank itself is preoccupied with developing the SDGs principle in its conventional business. Islamic finance’s strong potential to promote financial inclusion and shared prosperity, are completely in line with the SDGs of ending poverty, mitigating inequalities and ensuring a more inclusive society. Financing particular in sharia banking is not only a fundamental need. They are business and job opportunities, strategic partnership with the private sector, support investments and business infrastructure, solidarity and participatory finance, entrepreneurship capacity building, strategic partnerships to access promising markets. Therefore, the SDGs Agenda enhances these possibilities for Sharia Banking as the SDG goals and values have parallels relevance and application with Islamic Finance practices particular in sharia bank. So, that is why SDGs important for Sharia Business unit before preparing become sharia bank.

2. Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) After the Sharia Business Unit Off Spin to Become A Sharia Commercial Bank

Sharia Banking can take steps to prepare for the implementation of the SDGs in a number of steps. Figure 1 Implementation of SDGS in Sharia Bank after Spin off as produced by self-analysis

As Implemented in the Figure 1, SDGs implementation is Sharia Bank after spin-off out from Sharia Business Unit are implemented into 3 (Three) but integrated factors: The Management, the Plans and The Alternate mechanism in Corporate Social Responsibility. These three factors are suitable to be implemented to the Sharia Bank for some reasons such as:

a. Sharia Bank is still a form of a Bank and also a Company.

b. In Operating a Bank, Sharia Bank managing parties should not only rely on the Managing rules but also has a vision of SDGS itself comprehensively.

c. Sharia Banking established and developed for the sake and from the role of society since it reflects Sharia Law.

First, Management in the Implementation of the SDGs Program. Based on Sharia Bank Act and Sharia Banking System, Management is implemented in Article 38 Sharia Banking act into risk management which mainly only implemented to the financing services. On the other hand, management implemented also related to the Capability management into the financial aspect, sharia principle implementation, Islamic management and operational principle in Article 51 Sharia Banking act. Management as SDGs implementation is divided into General Management, Human Resource Management, and Capital Management:

a. Management (in general). Sharia Bank is required to continue implementing the Principles of Good Corporate Governance (GCG). Regulations concerning GCG are outlined in as outlined in Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 11/33/2009 concerning Implementation of Good Corporate Governance in Sharia Bank and Sharia Business Unit juncto Bank Indonesia Circular Letter Number 12/13 / DPbs April 30, 2010 concerning Implementation of Good Corporate Governance for Sharia Bank and Sharia Business Unit juncto Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 55 / POJ K.03 / 2016. The good corporate governance that is applied must be following the objectives of the SDGs to implement SDGs in Long Term Projections, namely Reform, Revolution and Reversal.

b. Human Resource Management. The Human Resources oriented in the SDGs should be according to Islamic Shari’a such as implementing the nature of employees who are Shidiq (Honest), Tabligh (bringing and disseminating goodness), Amanah (Trustworthy) and Fathonah (Smart) through both fit and proper tests and certifications. In addition to these characteristics, the implementers of Sharia Banking must also understand the 3 (three) main pillars in Islam, namely Aqidah, Syariah and Akhlaq. In the implementation of Bank function in Human Resource Management and Development as Company, Sharia Bank should imply the conditions as stated in Law Number 13 Year 2003 on Labour Law. Based on Article 4 Labour Law. Asset and or Capital Management. Banking assets and capital are related to the soundness of the bank, so Sharia Bank is required to manage and supervise and carry out transparency on Capital.

c. Asset Quality, Earnings, Liquidity, Sensitivity to marker and management. Capital is also related to handling risks after the Sharia Business Unit becomes Spin-off. The risks that can be faced by Sharia Bank as Limited Liability Companies are related to financial factors, especially related to obligations, financial statements, Potential Inventories and Operational and Liabilities. One way to manage and create productive assets is through investment. Attributively the Investment mechanism is implemented in the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 53 / POJK.04 / 2015 Concerning the Contracts used in Issuance of Sharia Securities in the Capital Market juncto Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 18 / POJK.04 / 2015 concerning Issuance and Requirements of Sukuk juncto Decree of Bapepam LK No. KEP-208 / BL / 2012 concerning criteria and List of Sharia Securities List (Regulation No. IX.A.13) juncto Fatwa of National Sharia Council Number 04 / DSN-MUI / I / IV / 2000 relating to Investment through Murabahah juncto Fatwa of Sharia Council National No: 05 / DSN-MUI / IV / 2000 relating to Salam Sharia Sale and other Securities Instruments as stipulated in the Capital Market Law. All of them must also be subject to the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 15 / POJK.04 / 2015 concerning the Application of Sharia Principles in the Capital Market. Integrated supervision in management. To ensure the implementation of GCG in line with the SDGs, it is necessary to
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conduct a sharia-based Internal Audit and External Audit to be subsequently approved by the National Sharia Supervisory Board.

Second, the plan for implementing the SDGs Program. The banking plan must meet the fulfillment points of SDGs such as Universality, Leaving No one behind, Interconnectedness and Indivisibility, Inclusiveness and Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships. Implementation of the Plan for implementing SDGs was not difficult with some of the Standards or Models that have been provided internationally such as SDGS Compass, Framework Five Step, GRI UNGC Business and UCTAD ISAR20. Banking Institutions have specificity to implement the SDGs provisions with the provision of the establishment of a Business Plan as stated in PBI 12/21 / PBI / 2010 and Financial Services Authority Circular Number 8 / SEOJK.03 / 2018 concerning the Business Plan for Sharia Bank and Sharia Business Unit with the obligation of Sharia Banking to provide certain documents such as:

a. Executive Summary which contains the direction of Sharia Banking policies in the short and medium term.

b. Management Strategy to predict and prevent operational risks that prevent the bank from operating and in the context of implementing the direction of banking policy, Bank also could implement mode of management as issued by The World Wide Fund and the Financial Services Authority21

c. Projection of the Financial Report to adjust the budget and program in implementing the direction of sharia banking policy, including in this case concerning the projected ratio and funding plan.

There are two ways that Sharia banking can perform its functions namely independently and / or in cooperation with third parties such as Philanthropy Parties, Business Parties, and Other Institutions who capable in law to do so. In several considerations, a Sharia Bank can conduct legal relations with third parties or partnerships or partnerships to assist in the completion of the SDGS project; Government, fellow Islamic and private banks. The existence of such cooperation is based on 4 (Four) pillars that must be fulfilled by the state namely the Social Pillar, the Law Pillar, the Environmental Pillar and the Economic Pillar simultaneously.22 Internationally, the call for all countries to work together in implementing the SDGs is reflected through the two international guidelines, "Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships in the Context of the Agenda 2030 A Practice-Based Analysis of Potential Benefits, Challenges and Success Factors" and "Partnering for Sustainable Development Guidelines for Multistakeholder Partnerships to Implement the 2030 Agenda in Asia and the Pacific."23

In line with the two Guidelines, Indonesia through the National Development Acceleration Agency (Bappenas) and International Organizations such as INFID, the IAS UNU also sought a draft guideline on multistakeholder partnerships.24 Some legislation that implies the need for cooperation between Sharia Bank and third parties in Article 19 paragraph (1) in conjunction with Article 21 paragraph (1) and paragraph (2) of the Presidential Regulation Number 15 of 2010 concerning the
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Acceleration of Poverty Reduction, if the Government Regions request assistance from Sharia Commercial Banks in implementing poverty alleviation projects, then Islamic Bank have obligations through cooperation and partnerships to regulate the Regional Expenditures Budget used.

Several possibilities occur in partnership or partnership activities, namely Sharia Bank as fund providers, Sharia Bank as fund managers or Sharia Bank, not as fund managers and / or fund providers:

a. In the case of Sharia Banks as providers of funds, the financing scheme will be carried out using financing. Sharia Financing is regulated in the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 31 / POJK.05 / 2014 concerning the Implementation of Sharia Financing Businesses which are divided into financing for Sale, Investment and / or Services. The Mixed Agreement is also implemented in the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 43 / POJK.04 / 2015 concerning Contracts that are used in Sharia Securities Issuance in the Capital Market which describes the characteristics of Mudharabah Securities, Musyarakah and Wakalah.

b. In the case of a Sharia Bank as a fund manager, the agreement scheme that will be carried out is to use the Mudharabah Agreement. Mudharabah agreement can be used because the Bank can actively choose the provider of funds that is oriented towards the development of the SDGs program so that the profits will be channeled directly to third parties or individual sharia banking projects. Based on Bank Indonesia Decree Number 32/34 / KEP / DIR dated 12 May 1999. Besides financing using the Mudharabah Agreement, the Bank can become a fund manager for SDGs projects through Investment facilities based on the Murabahah Agreement as described in the Fatwa of the National Sharia Council Number 04 / DSN-MUI /1 / IV / 2000 to procure goods on behalf of customers.

c. In addition to the Agreement, Sharia Bank can also use social functions in banking services, namely Zakat and Endowments. Zakat is regulated in Law No. 23 of 2011 concerning the Management of Zakat. The Funding Agreement in Zakat is divided into Early Business Financing using Qardhul Hasan, medium financing using Qard and independent financing using Mudharabah.25

Third, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as the implementation of SDGS. If the Sharia Bank intends to implement the SDGs program independently, then the Sharia Bank can carry out financing and CSR programs that are guided by the SDGs provisions and related Laws and Regulations. Ali Syukron argues that CSR has been implemented in the life and economy of Islam through the Qur'an with the principle to preserve and harmonize the environment, strive for the elimination of poverty, put forward something clean moral rather than something that is morally dirty, even though it brings greater profits and CSR done honestly and trustworthy. Corporate Social Responsibilities should pay attention to factors such as Proximity or geographical position, Relevance of Activity, Magnitude or promotive effects of the CSR for the giver and the recipient.

In line with these noble goals, CSR must be carefully planned with the existence of a sustainability concept that can be carried out with the principle of partnership by paying attention to the availability of funds, environmental mission, social responsibility, implementation in community policies and benefits to be provided.26 CSR is not only a place of obligation but also takes into account the benefits that CSR players will get, such as increasing sales of market share to the strengthen position, increase marketing capabilities, reduce operating costs and increase investor
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attractiveness. Corporate Social Responsibilities should not only be aimed at SDGs programs that are environmentally oriented, but also on social and community issues as reflected in Law No. 40 of 2007 concerning Limited Liability Companies in conjunction with Law Number 32 Year 2009 concerning the Environment in conjunction with Law Number 13 Year 2011 concerning Handling of Poor People juncto Regulation of the Financial Services Authority Number 51 / POJK.03 / 2017 juncto Government Regulation 47 of 2012 concerning Social and Environmental Responsibilities of Limited Liability Companies. Corporate Social Responsibilities can be used in poverty alleviation programs with Islamic Commercial Banks actively setting aside their income for the needs of the poor. In addition to the development of MSMEs, CSR can be carried out by implementing MSME institutional development strategies, funding, services, human resources and efficiency.27

CONCLUSION

Based on the legal research, the conclusions could be concluded are: The urgency for Sharia Business Unit to become Sharia Bank based on legislative orders and government policies to unite the Sharia Banking system into a single entity, but the State of Sharia Businesses are obliged to receive assistance from the Parent Bank (Conventional) related to handling resource skill issues human, organization and capital. That is why the Conventional Bank must prepare spin-off process not only in structural organization but also how the Sharia Business Unit can face SDGs era as its responsibility of parent bank. The Sharia Business Unit which has become a Sharia Bank is obliged to apply the SDGS principle as an obligation as mandated by the government in several laws and regulations. Sharia Banks can play a role by making management preparation steps, implementing banking services according to the aims and objectives of the SDGs and implementing CSR following the SDGS.

SUGGESTION

Based on this legal research, the suggestion could be given is government, sharia bank and government shall remain coordinated and synergized to do assessment whether a sharia bank is already ready in administration, asset and market target to ensure the sustainable operation and future obstacles to new spin off bank.
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